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Abstract:  
 

Purpose: The complexity of tourism development means that its issues can be considered 

from various points of view. The aim of the article is to utilize suitable statistical methods to 

depict and forecast the number of tourists (both domestic and foreign) staying overnight in 

tourist accommodations in Poland. 

Design/Methodology/Approach: For the purposes of own research to describe changes in 

the number of overnight visitors in tourist accommodations in Poland, we employed index 

methods, and classic trend models paired with ex-ante prediction errors for forecasting. 

Findings: Over the years, countries worldwide, including Poland, have experienced dynamic 

growth in tourism – a sector increasingly influencing the economy. The COVID-19 pandemic 

brought unprecedented travel restrictions, leading to the downfall of several travel agencies, 

accommodations, and restaurants, as well as a significant reduction in the number of tourists 

staying in accommodations. However, through adept statistical methods, we've depicted the 

shifts in overnight tourist numbers in Poland and presented a short-term prediction of this 

trend. 

Practical Implications: Statistical methods prove beneficial in researching tourism 

development. The theoretical considerations and the results of analyzes and forecasts 

presented in this paper allow for a broader characterization of the focal phenomenon, aiding 

socio-economic decision-making and informing future developmental strategies. 

Originality/Value: Quantitative methods are now widely used in empirical research, 

including in the field of tourism, and their usefulness is beyond dispute. They are widely used 

in the processes of analyses, diagnoses and forecasts, and with their use, the description, 

assessment and prediction of various socio-economic phenomena become more precise. The 

article draws attention to the fact that appropriate statistical methods can be successfully 

used to characterize changes in the number of overnight visitors in Poland. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Tourism significantly bolsters the economy, influencing it on both macro and 

regional scales (Kurek, 2007; Meyer, 2010; Kaczmarek, Stasiak, and Włodarczyk, 

2010; Panasiuk and Sidorkiewcz, 2017; Uysal, Sirgy, and Kruger, 2018; Panasiuk, 

2019; Adamopoulos and Thalassinos, 2020; Szmytke, 2022).  

 

Poland boasts numerous attractions, including the Baltic Sea beaches, Masurian 

lakes and three mountain ranges like the Świetokrzystkie Mountains, Sudetes, and 

Carpathians which attract and encourage many tourists, both domestic and foreign, 

to relax every year.  

 

Additionally, enhanced infrastructure, improved accomodation quality and their 

availability, including amenities resulting from universal design, are just some of the 

factors that have a positive impact on the broadly understood development of tourist 

services, tourist potential and an increase in the use of offered accommodations. 

 

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic adversely impacted the functioning and 

proper development of many areas of socio-economic life, including tourism. This 

article attempts to describe changes in the number of tourists (both domestic and 

foreign) staying overnight in tourist accommodations over the last dozen or so years 

in Poland. Appropriate statistical methods were used to enable analysis and short-

term forecast of the phenomenon named in the title.  

 

2. Literature Review 

 

The described research methodology, the so-called initial analysis of the dynamics 

of phenomena is often a starting point for further considerations related to 

forecasting (Markidakis, Wheelwright, and Hyndman, 1998; Hyndman and 

Athanasopoulos, 2018). Both Cieślak (2001, p. 18) and Zeliaś (1997, p. 16) 

understand forecasting as a rational and at the same time scientific prediction of 

future events.  

 

The specific result (usually numerical) of this process is a forecast for a given period 

(moment) in the future, called the forecast horizon. This is how the forecast is 

defined, among others, by Pawłowski (1973, p. 14-15). For Dittmann (2000, p. 19), 

a forecast "is a statement referring to a specific future, formulated using the 

achievements of science, empirically verifiable, uncertain, but accepted."  

 

Nowak (1998, p. 10), Hanias et al. (2007a; 2007b) understand it as a judgment about 

the expected development of phenomena and processes in the future based on 

scientific foundations. Cieślak (2001, p. 18-20), Czerwiński and Guzik (1980, p. 19) 

and Gajda (2001, p. 135) assumed that in the process of prediction (also called 

forecasting), a judgment about the future state of the phenomenon under study will 

be formulated in a rational manner based on scientific foundations.  
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The forecast, as a result of prediction, is an estimate of the probable implementation 

of the forecasted variable based on the knowledge about its current course. The 

skillful use of an appropriate forecasting method is extremely important in the 

forecasting process. The choice of a specific method of obtaining forecasts depends 

on the forecaster, but it should be remembered that it determines the final prediction 

results. 

 

It should be emphasized that properly constructed forecasts can be useful in making 

appropriate economic decisions. Most of the cited authors, however, caution against 

approaching the results of the prediction process uncritically or equating them with a 

given decision. According to Dittmann (2000, p. 19), "an illusion is the belief that 

we can completely fathom the secrets of the future."  

 

Czerwiński and Guzik (1980, p. 40-42) state that although "it is tempting (...) to 

reduce the problem of a "good" forecast to the problem of choosing a rational action 

(or a rational decision)," "there is no basis for always identifying judgments about 

the future with actions or decisions resulting from making these judgments." 

Pawłowski succintly states that forecasts only allow for a rational choice of the best 

course of action in the future (Pawłowski, 1973, p. 14). 

 

3. Research Methodology 

 

The simplest statistical measures used in the analysis of the dynamics of phenomena 

include (Klóska and Czyżycki, 2019, p. 14-17): 

 

• absolute increases – illustrating the absolute difference observed in the level of the 

examined phenomenon in two different periods (moments), 

• dynamics indicators (called indices) – understood as the ratio of the magnitude of 

the same phenomenon in two different periods (moments). 

 

The indicated measures, depending on the type of basis for comparison, may be 

chain or single-base. While in the first case the basis for comparison is always the 

period (moment) immediately preceding the examined one, the choice of a constant 

basis for single-base measures depends on the purpose of the study. Usually, the first 

period (moment) in the time series is assumed, but if there are justified economic 

reasons, the basis for comparisons may be different. 

 

If t denotes the numbers of subsequent time units and yt denotes the size of the 

studied phenomenon in period (moment) t, then the appropriate formulas used to 

calculate the above-mentioned measures are as follows: 

 

• chain absolute growth: 

1tt1t/t yyy −− −=     (1) 
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• single-base absolute growth: 

oto/t yyy −=     (2) 

 

• chain index: 
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• single-base index: 
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The most frequently used method of identifying trends – the analytical method – 

consists in the fact that the development tendency is expressed using a specific 

mathematical function, in which the dependent variable is the level of the 

phenomenon observed over time and the independent variable – the time variable. 

The time series model then has the form: 

 

tt utfY += )(                              (5) 

 

where:  

tY  - a variable showing the level of the studied phenomenon over time, 

)(tf  - a specific mathematical form of the function (trend model), 

tu  - a random component. 

 

After estimation using the adopted estimation method, the model will take the form: 

 

)(
^

tfY t =                              (6) 

 

When assessing the quality of the built models, appropriate measures and statistical 

tests are used, i.e. specific methods of model verification. It is worth pointing out 

here that, among others, (Czyżycki and Klóska, 2011, p. 44-48): 

 

• low values of the convergence coefficient (consistency, mismatch, 

indetermination) and, therefore, high values of the determination coefficient 

(fit) are desirable, 

• in the case of statistical significance of the multiple correlation coefficient, 

the degree of fit of the model to the empirical data can be considered 

sufficiently high, 
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• the smaller the value of the standard deviation of the residual component Se, 

the less the theoretical and empirical values of the explained variable differ 

on average, 

• the better the model, the lower the value of the coefficient of random 

variation VSe, which shows the share of the standard deviation of the 

random component in the average value of the dependent variable, 

• the structural parameters of the estimated model should be statistically 

significant, but when using the Student's t-test in practice, the significance of 

a parameter is usually determined by the inequality 2t . 

 

Knowledge of the forecasting model is one of the basic assumptions of the 

prediction theory (Pawłowski, 1973, p. 39-41). Equally important is the need to 

determine the size of the forecast error. This need arises from the fundamental 

postulates of prediction theory. The content of the first postulate requires us not only 

to provide a forecast as a result of the prediction process but also to give an 

appropriate measure of its accuracy.  

 

Achieving the best possible value of this measure ensures high forecasting 

efficiency. The pursuit of such efficiency stems from the second postulate of 

prediction theory. 

 

Forecast accuracy measures are divided into ex-ante and ex-post measures. The 

former concerns determining the accuracy of the forecast and are estimated at 

thetime (period) of forecast construction. Ex-post measures aim to determine the 

accuracy of forecasts because they are prepared after the time covered by the 

forecast has passed. Forecasts based on classic trend models are made by 

extrapolating, substituting subsequent values of the time variable t, etc. 

 

The average absolute error of the ex-ante forecast can be calculated based on the 

formula: 
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where: 
2
eS    – variance of the random component of the trend model, 

eS  – standard deviation of the random component of a linear trend      

                             model, 

T    –  value of the time variable in the forecast period. 
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The average absolute error of the ex-ante forecast is expressed in nominal units of 

the phenomenon under study. To express the expected forecast error as a percentage, 

the average relative ex-ante forecast error should be calculated, as expressed by the 

formula: 

 

%100
y

V
V

tP

t*
T =     (8) 

 

4. Results  

 

Using the formulas for the single-base and chain measures described above (see 

formulas 1-4), Table 1 presents the results of calculations of absolute increases and 

individual indices of the number of tourists (both domestic and foreign) staying 

overnight in tourist accommodation facilities in Poland. 

 

Table 1. Analysis of the dynamics of the number of overnight visitors in Poland 
Year Yt 1t/ty −  o/ty  1t/ti −  o/ti  

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 

2021 

2022 

21 476 616 

22 635 388 

23 401 138 

25 083 978 

26 942 056 

30 108 308 

31 989 344 

33 895 930 

35 668 091 

17 878 969 

22 198 972 

34 249 004 

- 

    1 158 772 

       765 750 

    1 682 840 

    1 858 078 

    3 166 252 

    1 881 036 

    1 906 586 

    1 772 161 

-17 789 122 

    4 320 003 

   12 050 032 

0 

    1 158 772 

   1 924 522 

   3 607 362 

   5 465 440 

   8 631 692 

 10 512 728 

 12 419 314 

 14 191 475 

 - 3 597 647 

      722 356 

12 772 388 

- 

1,0540 

1,0338 

1,0719 

1,0741 

1,1175 

1,0625 

1,0596 

1,0523 

0,5013 

1,2416 

1,5428 

1 

1,0540 

1,0896 

1,1680 

1,2545 

1,4019 

1,4895 

1,5783 

1,6608 

0,8325 

1,0336 

1,5947 

Source: Own calculations based on Central Statistical Office data 

 (www.strateg.stat.gov.pl; 29.09.2023). 

 

A linear trend model was built to describe changes in the number of overnight 

visitors in Poland in 2011 to 2019 (before the COVID-19 pandemic) (Table 2). 

 

Table 2. Results of modeling in STATISTICA the linear development tendency of the 

number of overnight visitors in Poland 

 
Source: Own calculations based on Central Statistical Office data 

(www.strateg.stat.gov.pl; 29.09.2023). 
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5. Discussion 

 

Based on the results presented in Table 1, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

• in the years 2011-2019, the number of overnight visitors in Poland showed a 

clear increasing tendency. The collapse caused by travel restrictions and 

restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the number of 

analyzed tourists being lower by as much as 17,789,122 people in 2020, i.e., 

49.87% compared to the previous year and by 3,597,647 people, i.e., 

16.75% compared to 2011 (the initial research period, adopted as the basis 

for comparisons of single-basic measures); 

• in 2011-2022, compared to the previous year, the largest increase in the 

number of analyzed tourists occurred in 2022 (by 12,050,032 people, i.e., 

54.28%), and the smallest increase was in 2013 (by 765,750 people, i.e.,  

3.38%); 

• in the analyzed period, compared to 2011, the smallest increase occurred in 

2021 (by 722,356 people, i.e., 3.36%), and the largest increase was in 2019 

(by 14,191,475 people, i.e., 66.08%). 

 

The proposed linear trend model (Table 2) explains the changes in the examined 

number of tourists by 98.11%, and the degree of fit of the model to the empirical 

data can be considered sufficiently high. The actual values of the analyzed number 

of tourists and the corresponding theoretical values obtained on the basis of the built 

model differ by an average of 764,059 people.  

 

The coefficient of variation is at a satisfactorily low level, and the structural 

parameters are statistically significant. None of the methods used to assess the 

quality of the model are questionable, which suggests that the estimated trend model 

has been successfully verified.  

 

Assuming that the linear development trend observed in 2011-2019 (excluding the 

pandemic period) remains consistent, it would be predicted, based on the built 

model, that the number of overnight visitors in Poland in 2023 will amount to 

42,944,308 people. Given this forecast, there can be an average error of about 

1,127,544 people, or 2.63%. 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

Using quantitative methods, the description, assessment, and prediction of various 

variables in time or space become more precise. The article draws attention to the 

fact that after the COVID-19 pandemic, which negatively affected the proper 

functioning and development of many sectors of the economy, the number of 

overnight visitors in Poland quickly reached the pre-pandemic level, and further 

increases are expected.  
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The views presented in this study and the results of our own research made it 

possible to achieve the goal set at the beginning of the work.  

 

Using index methods, which are known and commonly used in research on the 

dynamics of phenomena, a description of changes in the number of tourists (both 

domestic and foreign) staying overnight in tourist accommodation facilities over the 

past dozen or so years in Poland was made.  

 

Additionally, the observed developmental trend allowed the construction of a trend 

model, which was used for short-term prediction along with ex-ante assessment. 
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